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BECOME A LEADER EVERYONE WANTS TO FOLLOW BY
GROWING YOUR EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE SKILLS
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EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE WORKSHOP
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training will add to your

organizations' bottom line.
Everything I teach has been validated
through 2,000+ hours of personal oneon-one coaching with employees at
companies like Google, Salesforce,
Zillow Group, Pinterest, Nasdaq, and
The New York Times with spectacular
results.

Emotional intelligence presents a huge
growth opportunity because unlike our
intelligence which is genetically fixed, we
can ALL grow our EQ (measurement of
Emotional Intelligence). Further, very few
people have received any type of Emotional
Intelligence training.
Daniel Goleman states: "My analysis of
myriad jobs found that emotional
competence makes up about two-thirds of
the ingredients of star performance in
general, but for outstanding leaders,
emotional competence - as opposed to
technical or cognitive cues - make up 80 to
100-percent of those (ingredients) crucial
for success." Matthew Juechter, chairman

I am a firm believer in collaboration.
Therefore, I am open to adjusting the
workshop's content based on your
feedback and ideas to make sure I give
you maximum value.
Further, the workshop will include a

of the American Society for Training and
Development, agrees: "Leadership is almost
all emotional intelligence, especially in
distinguishing what managers do and
leaders do - things like taking a stand, know
what's important to you, pursuing your
goals in partnership with others."

high level of audience participation to

This is not to say that cognitive skills lack

ensure engagement and buy-in from

importance. Studies have shown that

the attendees.

successful CEOs, in addition to emotional

For more information, please email me
at Marek@MarekRudak.com or visit
my website, MarekRudak.com to
schedule complimentary consultation.

competence, also possess cognitive
competencies such as thinking strategically,
seeking out information with a broad scan,
and applying strong conceptual thinking.
But, as Goleman says, "Great leaders go a
step further, integrating emotional realities
into what they see, and so instilling strategy

Marek Rudak
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with meaning and resonance. Their
emotional intelligence allows the blending
of all of these elements into an inspired
vision."

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE WORKSHOP

My workshop will
significantly accelerate the
participant's EQ by:
1. Sharing practical examples (business,
historical and personal).
2. Fostering dialogue that will help the
participants see the benefits in their
everyday lives.
3. Practicing the skills during group
exercises. These exercises have an
additional advantage of doubling as
fantastic team building.
During the workshop, we will focus on
four core skills as defined by Travis
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SelfAwareness
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SocialAwareness

Relationship
Management

Bradberry and Jean Greaves in
"Emotional Intelligence 2.0" which are:
1. Self-Awareness
2. Self-Management
3. Social Awareness
4. Relationship Management

Emotional Intelligence is made up of four core skils (Emotional Intelligence 2.0)
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EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE WORKSHOP

Workshop Sequence at a High Level:
Duration: 4hrs

1

Prologue

2

Personal Competence

a) Group Exercise #1
b) Presentation / Discussion #1

a) Self-Awareness
i) Presentation / Discussion #2
ii) Group Exercise #2
b) Self-Management
i) Presentation / Discussion #3
ii) Group Exercise #3

3

Social Competence
a) Social Awareness
i) Presentation / Discussion #4
ii) Group Exercise #4
b) Relationship Management
i) Presentation / Discussion #5
ii) Group Exercise #5

4
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Wrap Up / Next Steps
a) Presentation / Discussion #6
b) Group Exercise #6

MEET
MAREK
Executive coach specialized
in leadership development,
team effectiveness, and
Emotional Intelligence

Born in Poland, I lost my dad at a
young age and moved to the United
States at 14 when my mom remarried.
I graduated in the top 10% of my class
at West Point and became a Ranger in
the 82nd Airborne Division, where I
deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan.
Upon separating from the Army, I
joined ExxonMobil, where I worked on
global, multi-billion-dollar projects for
10 years. A brutal divorce led me to a
lot of soul searching and multiple life
changes. Finally, after meeting the
love of my life, I decided to commit
myself to full-time coaching.

Marek continues
to be excellent.
He listens closely to what I say, and then helps me

I currently provide on-demand

better articulate how I’m feeling and how to approach

executive coaching to C-Suite leaders

situations. He provides me a vocabulary to name and

and their teams nationally and
internationally for companies like
Zillow Group, Autodesk, Pinterest,
Nasdaq, Better Mortgage, The New
York Times, Coursera, GE, Bloomberg,
and TechnipFMC.
For more info please visit
MarekRudak.com
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describe things that I otherwise have difficulty putting
into words. And he does a great job following up on
things we’ve discussed in prior sessions.

"Marek really helped me with advice
about how to be a leader even if I
don't have the title yet. I look forward
to putting it into practice over the
coming weeks."

"As the session went on, we identified
an array of topics that I would like to
address at some point in the future.
This, in and of itself, was a valuable find.
But what I liked even more was that we
were able to focus in on two things
that I can work on immediately to
address my concern and improve.

Marek has really become someone I
look forward to speaking to and
getting his feedback. I greatly value
his input. I feel like I have grown
professionally in such short span of
time thanks to his guidance and
support.

Marek is the best! My sessions with
him are always very productive and
collaborative. He lends his expertise
and always makes sure I have a plan
at the end of the call.
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